TO: Academic Senate, Santa Cruz Division

Faculty names in bold are to be approved at the Fall, 2000 Senate meeting. All other nominations were approved at the Senate meeting of June 1, 2000.

OFFICERS
Roger Anderson, Chair Chemistry
Carla Freccero, Vice Chair Literature
David Koo, Secretary Astronomy
Allen Van Gelder, Parliamentarian Computer Science

ASSEMBLY REPRESENTATIVES
Carla Freccero, Vice Chair Literature
Susan Schwartz Earth Sciences

ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Roger Anderson, Chair Chemistry
Carla Freccero, Vice Chair Literature
David Koo, Secretary Astronomy
Susan Schwartz, Assembly Rep. Earth Sciences
Leta Miller, CAP Music
John Tamkun, CAFA Biology
Carol Freeman, CEP Writing
Mark Traugott, CFW History
Shelly Errington, COC Anthropology
Phokion Kolaitis, Grad Council (F) Computer Science
David Belanger, Grad Council (W-S) Physics
John Hay, CPB Art History
George Blumenthal, P&T Astronomy
David Cope, COR Music

ACADEMIC FREEDOM
Joel Yellin, Chair & UCAF Rep Natural Sciences
Rebecca Braslau Chemistry
Daniel Guevara Philosophy
David Harrington Psychology
Student Rep: James Sheldon Crown

ACADEMIC PERSONNEL
Leta Miller, Chair Music
Paul Lubeck Sociology
Claude Bernasconi Chemistry
Catherine Cooper Psychology
Peter Kenez History
Sandra Chung (F) Linguistics
Donna Haraway (W-S) History of Consciousness
Ken Bruland Ocean Sciences
Ira Pohl Computer Sciences
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ADMISSIONS & FINANCIAL AID
John Tamkun, Chair Biology
Joyce Brodsky F, W Art
Triloki Pandey, S Anthropology
Robert Coe Earth Sciences
Martine Schlag Computer Engineering
Zack Schlesinger Physics
Dana Tagaki Sociology
TBA, BOARS Rep.
  Student Rep: James Sheldon Crown

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
Judy Yung, Chair American Studies
Bettina Aptheker Women’s Studies
Doyle Foreman Art
Robert Levinson Computer Science
Triloki Pandey Anthropology
TBA
Patti Hiramoto, EEO, ex-officio
  Student Reps: Martha Hollis Oakes 469
    Tina Silmon Oakes 866
    Grace Kang College 8, 360

CAREER ADVISING
Chair, TBA
Bob Levinson Computer Science
Herman Gray Sociology
Marta Morello-Frosch Literature
TBA

COMMITTEE ON COMMITTEES
Shelly Errington, Chair Anthropology
Murray Baumgarten Literature
Sandra Faber Astronomy
Kathy Foley Theater Arts
Lincoln Taiz Biology

COMPUTING AND
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Charles McDowell, Chair Computer Science
Ben Crow Sociology
Joel Ferguson Computer Engineering
Eli Hollander Theater Arts
Vicki Gonzalez-Pagani Language
Geoffrey Pullum Linguistics
Yin-Wong Cheung Economics
TBA
  CATS Rep: Patrick LeCuyer
  Student Rep: Avelardo Cueva Oakes 318
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EDUCATION ABROAD PROGRAM
Marc Cioc, Chair   History
Chris Conner   Literature
Ravi Rajan   Environmental Studies
Margo Hendricks   Literature
Student Reps: Robert Chang   Cowell 58
Maria Jimenez   Porter 340

EDUCATIONAL POLICY
Carol Freeman, Chair, UCEP Rep Writing
Claire Gu - F   Computer Engineering

W, S TBA
Don Brenneis   Anthropology
Mark Franko   Theater Arts
Justin Revenaugh   Earth Sciences
Margaret Brose (F-W)   Literature
Greta Slobin (S)   Literature
Registrar ex officio
Provosts’ Rep: William Ladusaw
Student Reps: Robert Chang   Cowell 58
Isaac Menashe   Kresge 475

NARRATIVE EVALUATIONS
STUDENT GRIEVANCES HEARING CTE
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

EMERITI RELATIONS
Bill Domhoff, Chair Psychology
Barry McLaughlin   Psychology
Mark Traugott, ex officio History

FACULTY RESEARCH LECTURE
Harry Noller, Chair   Biology
Haydn White   Literature
Shelly Stamp   Film and Digital Media
Anna Tsing   Anthropology
Manfred Warmuth   Computer Science

FACULTY WELFARE
Mark Traugott, Chair History
Pascale Gaitet   Literature
Anatole Leikin   Music
Ellen Suckiel   Philosophy
Ilan Benjamin   Chemistry
TBA
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GRADUATE COUNCIL
David Belanger (W&S)--Chair CCGA  Physics
Phokion Kolaitis (F - Chair CCGA)  Computer Science
Judith Aissen  Linguistics
Karen Bassi, F&S  Literature
David Jones F&S  Music
Tyrus Miller W  Literature
Andrey Todorov  Math
Barbara Rogoff  Psychology
Frank Talamantes, Dean Grad. Studies, ex-officio
LAUC Rep. Beth Remak-Honnef
Student Reps: Lee Ritscher  Literature
Tina Chin  Psychology

LIBRARY
Armin Mester, Chair  (F&W)  Linguistics
Quentin Williams  Earth Science
Onuttom Narayan - F  Physics
Jin Zhang - W, S  Chemistry
Nobuho Nagasawa  Art
Scott Brandt  Computer Sciences
Sharon Kinoshita  Literature
Allan Dyson, University Librarian ex officio
LAUC Rep  Deborah Murphy
LAUC Rep  Susan Chesley
Student Rep:  Sean Winslow  Cowell 798

COMMITTEE ON PLANNING AND BUDGET
John Hay, Chair and UCPB Rep  Art History
Roger Anderson, ex officio  Chemistry
Bob Meister, Co-Vice Chair  Politics
Susan Gillman, Co-Vice Chair  Literature
Barry Bowman  Biology
Tina Camp - F  Women’s Studies
Marilyn Westerkamp, W&S  History
Allison Galloway  Anthropology
Ben Friedlander  Electrical Engineering
Tudor Ratiu  Math
Student Rep:  Matthew Becker  Cowell 335
Grad. Student Rep:  Kathleen Flint  Astronomy

PREPARATORY EDUCATION
Donna Hunter, Chair  Art History
Bernard Elbaum  Economics
Roz Spafford  Writing
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PRIVILEGE AND TENURE
George Blumenthal, Chair Astronomy
Per Gjerde (W&S) Psychology
TBA F
Emily Honig Women's Studies
Pradip Mascharak Chemistry
Margaret Morse Film and Video
Maria Schonbek Mathematics
Catherine Soussloff Art History
Richard Terdiman F&W Literature
Michael Warren S Literature

RESEARCH
David Cope, Chair Music
Margarita Azmitia Psychology
Darrell Long UCORP Rep Computer Science
Andy Fisher Earth Science
Kirsten Silva-Gruesz Literature

RULES, JURISDICTION & ELECTIONS
Ron Grieson, Chair Economics
TBA
David Helmbold Computer Science
Martha Zuniga Biology

TEACHING
Jaye Padgett, Chair Linguistics
Bob Anderson Earth Sciences
Bruce Cooperstein Mathematics
Susan Harding Anthropology
Nicole Paiement Music
Student Reps: Isaac Menashe Kresge 475
James Sheldon Crown

SPECIAL CTE ON MERIT EQUITY REVIEW
Mary Silver, Chair Ocean Sciences
David Cope Music
Ken Kletzer Economics
Gary Miles History
Maria Schonbek Mathematics

SPECIAL CTE ON UNIVERSITY CLUB
TBA
Respectfully Submitted:

Committee on Committees
Murray Baumgarten
Sandra Faber
Kathy Foley
Lincoln Taiz
Shelly Errington, Chair

19-Oct-00